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Estimate of Heavy Rain Performance Effect - Questions and Answers
Q: JOE YOUSSEFI (Honeywell) - Your data shows that the stall margin is reduced by
approximately 2 degrees at landing flap configurations to levels on the order of 2.5
degrees. Does this represent adequate margin under turbulent conditions?
A: DAN VICROY (NASA Langley) - I can't answer that, I don't know. I would certainly
think that you would raise a caution flag when you're margin has been reduced to about
half. I don't know how the stick shaker angle of attacks are established and whether or not
they account for a margin for turbulence. Like I said, I'd raise a caution flag in any case.
Q: JOE YOUSSEFI (Honeywell) - Should the training aid guidelines be revised relative to
operation at stick shaker prior to accumulation of additional heavy rain data?
A: DAN VICROY (NASA Langley) - I'd have to say no. We just don't know enough yet
to make those kind of changes. When you look at the data base that the training aid was
developed with compared to the data base we've developed in the heavy rain research, we
just do not know enough yet about heavy rain to make those kind of decisions.
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